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Abstract

I have never eaten a blancmange, or seen one
in the flesh, or even talked to anyone about
having eaten one, but the Blancmange, I’ve
decided, is the mascot of my thesis. (You might
say, “why does a thesis need a mascot?”, but
I’ll tell you right now, this is already a better
thesis for having one.) A pastel blob of a
dessert originating from medieval Europe, it’s
a gelatinous creamy mixture, chilled in a mold,
that you can put nuts in or serve with cookies.
It looks terrible, really truly. I mean, it looks
great, the pinnacle of fancy—decked out with
whipped cream and fresh fruits, perfectly round,
perfectly poke-able, sometimes with a hole in
the middle you could fit your fist in, it literally
sits on a pedestal—a beautiful specimen. But
also dated and revolting. Also, the worst. A
creamy-crunchy vision of a food.

A creamy-crunchy vision. Every day, I go to the
studio to realize my creamy-crunchy vision. I
am soft, so I am making soft work. In through
the pores, swirled around, and poured back
out in paint and ink and threads, employing
whatever is around. Being soft and spitting out
objects that are soft like me, tender and pliable.
Lackadaisically summoning them into being,
their exact forms contingent on my mood. The
objects are filled with ideas, and these ideas are
soft too: lacking a singular origin, floating up in
amorphous bubbles, bumping into each other
and bursting– negating each other, subsuming
the bubbles that came before them, floating
up and never truly landing anywhere, joining
a story with no beginning and no end and
then abandoning the story to return to their
autonomous blob form and then back again
and then back again and again and again.

I am hard, too. Working hard for pleasurable
work and pleasuring the work out of myself.
I’m stomping around in my big black shoes,
stomping for hours to stomp out some meaning.
Guarded and driven, I’m scratching out one
piece after another in a wild yet pointed fervor.
I’m assembling a huge mass of objects just to
obscure their meanings. I’m titillated by how
they confuse others and titillated by the objects
themselves – fun to solve and fun to fondle.
Hard nuts to crack. Hard and soft, hard and soft,
some terrible, wonderful art for dessert.
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“Spirit Fission”
Acrylic on Canvas
72 X 84 inches
2021

In a particularly memorable Monty Python
sketch, an alien shaped like a blancmange
comes to earth and ends up competing in
the final match at Wimbledon. The whole skit
is basically a long-winded joke about Scottish
people being bad at tennis that doesn’t really
land in the USA in 2021, but all you need to
know is that an actor in a very homemade
looking blancmange suit, holding a tennis
racket, comes on at the end of this sketch.
Were it up to me, I’d have this guy, this legged
blancmange, run by you as you were reading the
four short essays that are my thesis. Or perhaps
he could stand behind you, lurking over your
shoulder the whole time during your reading
session. I don’t have the budget for that, but if
you could just look up from your reading once
and imagine the Blancmange running by, well,
it’d really mean a lot to me, and I think it’d be
good for you too, to imagine the mascot of the
thesis appearing right there before you, tennis
racket in hand. Stepping soft and hitting hard.
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Garmetnts: stretch PVC, transparent vinyl, theatre scrim, plastic
lacing, upholstery batting, spray paint, wood, foam, acrylic
2021

Trying Hard

I love to say yes. Yes, I’ll be interviewed for this
local news segment. Yes, I will go to this live DJ
dance class with you even though it’s at 9am.
Yes, I’ll be your assistant on your weird film
project for no money. Yes, I’ll try the “Irish Sniff”
with you in the bathroom. I say yes because I
want to see how things will turn out. It’s one
of my guiding principles. I don’t know why I’m
alive, and I’m uninterested in subscribing to
any belief system that will attempt to give me
an answer, but accumulating an expanse of
experience feels like time well spent, so I create
as many opportunities as I can for myself to
watch something interesting go down.
I’m always looking for other people who love to
say yes, but this search is becoming increasingly
difficult: the workday seems to get longer and
longer, you can stream anything at your house,
and plans can be cancelled in a few painless,
impersonal seconds via text. In a world filled
with No, the studio is my place of Yes.
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Yes, I should make some drawings. Yes, I should
make some paintings. Yes, I should make some
more drawings to add to the first drawings. Yes,
I should build an installation. Yes, I should add
more colors to this thing. Yes, they should all
be neon. Yes, it’s great that it hurts your eyes.
Yes, it’s abstract. Yes, it’s narrative. Yes, I’m a
formalist. Yes, my art is about worms that drink
tequila and ghosts that like watching people
have sex. No, I don’t plan on narrowing the
scope of the practice anytime soon.

At the end of 1971’s Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory, once Charlie has learned
he’ll be inheriting the factory, he has the
following exchange with Mr. Wonka:
Willy Wonka: But Charlie, don’t forget what
happened to the man who suddenly got
everything he always wanted.
Charlie Bucket: What happened?
Willy Wonka: He lived happily ever after. 1
Gene Wilder delivers these lines with such
verve, it’s easy to see the truth in them and
bypass the nuance, the possibility that living
happily ever after isn’t the same as living
without struggle. As I think about that nuance,
I’m confronted with my own version of this
question: What happened to the lady who said
yes to everything she always wanted without
any regard for the amount of work it would
be or for how all the stuff she produced would
make any sense together once it was made?
She created an unfinishable project for herself
and an impossible task for the viewer who was
left to reckon with her chaos. If you’re looking
for me, I’ll be in my one-woman factory.
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By insisting on taking on more than I
can handle, I position myself as a zany
performer. In her essay, The Zany Science,
Sianne Ngai describes zaniness as “the only
aesthetic category in our contemporary
repertoire explicitly about this politically
ambiguous intersection between cultural
and occupational performance, acting and
service, playing and laboring,”2. My activity in
the studio exemplifies how one can straddle
these binaries Ngai lays out, particularly in the
instance of playing and laboring. I maneuver in
a frenzy. There are always two or three projects
going on at minimum, and I’ll often switch
between all of them in the course of an hour
or find a way to do two at once, squeezing out
one color of paint and interchangeably using
it on a couple of pieces. The nature of my
labor is straightforward in the sense that I’m
guaranteed to produce some kind of product,
but ridiculous in the sense that I’m throwing
all my intellectual and physical energy into
a void of uncertainty, the possibility that
my final product could be indecipherable is
always lurking. I’m performing the idea of
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what it is I think I should be doing, and I’m
hamming it up. My play is this performance—a
show about nothing. I insisted on making
an installation that totally transformed a
space’s architecture, laying out a grandiose
plan for the project (e.g., a moat was a key
piece of the original plan). The blueprint for
“Check on the Sides” was ambitious yet
unresolved; my diagrams included minimal
measurements and open-ended propositions
for what materials to use. I attacked the
space without rumination or hesitation and
repeatedly fumbled through my barrages:
trying out four different methods of support
for the upholstery batting before landing on
a ramshackle combination of custom wooden
arcs, shelving brackets, and pool noodles,
hoisting up the central sculpture with a hastily
concocted plastic lacing support system in a
frenzied moment when it refused to stay erect,
creating costumes for the visitors with only a
best guess for how they’d hang on the body,
and so on. The entire process exemplified,
“the zany qua aesthetic of incessant doing,
or of perpetual improvisation and adaptation

to projects,”3 and the resulting environment
reflects this clumsy yet relentless attitude. It
transports you out of the waking world and
drops you in a place with an atmosphere
that oscillates between pleasurable and
agitating, the harsh colors and plushy
objects simultaneously inviting you to play
and provoking you to move on. Like K in
Kafka’s, The Castle, I am endlessly persistent,
attempting to plow through the bureaucracy
of my ambitions and limitations, working hard
with my eye on the Castle, a place I must
reach but cannot explain before arriving.
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“Check on the Sides”
stretch PVC, recycled fabrics, theatre scrim, fabric
dye, plastic lacing, yarn, polyester stuffing
2021

Marker and colored pencil on paper
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Trying Soft

Huge amounts of effort go into my work, but
at moments, I cast care aside. I am careless in
the work because I’m allowed to be—so few
of these places exist in my life. Sara Ahmed
characterizes the onus placed on women to
care when she writes, “You are taught to be
careful: to be full of care as to become anxious
about the potential to be broken…And you
sense the consequence: if something happens,
you have failed to prevent it. You feel bad in
anticipation of your own failure.”4 Caring is
thus necessary in attempting to preserve one’s
physical safety, but it’s demands extend into
virtually all facets of life. You must be careful
in your career because any missteps won’t go
unpunished, take care in your appearance so
you’ll be perceived as desirable, be especially
caring in your relationships because it’s
expected that you’re a nurturing kind of person.
My safety, financial stability, popularity, sexual
prospects—pretty much my whole livelihood—
is contingent on me being extra careful. The
work is one place where I can momentarily
relieve myself of the burden of care. If things
aren’t sewn together properly, if a painting has a
couple of out of place drips, if a drawing is 80%
scribbles, everyone can and will deal with it. The
ever-present “anticipation of failure,” is not
only alleviated but, in some instances, reversed.
These “failures” or moments of imprecision are
often the sites of the work’s most vital content.
I’m fighting the gendered programming of
caring to allow these moments to transpire.
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Gender aside, I feel careful and careless
impulses competing within me on an innate
level. Two selves inhabit my body; one that
can’t handle things not going her way and will
go to all lengths to ensure they do, another
that wants to sit quietly and glassy eyed as
she observes events unfold around her, always
unperturbed. The selves are trying to resolve
each other, even trying to collaborate, but they
end up colliding. My work is thus the product
of inner collision and inner cooperation, and
these oppositional forces also account for some
of the work’s humorous moments.
In her book, The Odd One In: On Comedy,
Alenka Zupaniac asserts that the singular self is
just an illusion, that
…the subject does not exist but is only a name for
an assemblage of heterogeneous symbolic and
imaginary procedures or determinations; there
is no One, there is only multiplicity…. Comedy
does not consist simply in the imaginary One
falling apart, splitting into multiplicity or into
two, but begins only at the moment when we
see how these two can precisely not separate
or part completely, and become simply “two
ones.” There is something like an invisible
thread that keeps linking them, and it is this very
thread that constitutes the true comic object. 5

When carefulness and carelessness butt against
each other in my work, when a perfectly flat
shape caresses an unruly pour, we become
aware of this invisible string for a moment. Each
of my selves equally embody a true self and
false self, fading in and out of view in the work,
competing for dominance, and smashing into
each other in true slapstick fashion.
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“Double Tub”
Acrylic on Canvas
72 X 84 inches
2021

“O, misbehave”
Acrylic on Canvas
72 X 84 inches
2021
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My careful and careless selves are negotiating
in the painting “O, misbehave”. I begin
with raw canvas, a surface thirsty for pours
and resistant towards crisp edges. Starting
with the large stains and then moving on to
the opaque geometric structure, I alternate
between contained and uncontained gestures,
layering the painting like a restraint lasagna.
The wet-on-wet pours are choreographed yet
unpredictable; I know I’m about to watch some
seepage ensue, but I’m never certain about
how far paint will travel and how colors will
mingle. The blue meniscus of the red form on
the painting’s bottom edge shifts up into the
central blue stream in a gravity defying manner
I did not anticipate. This moment complicates
the composition’s central action; what liquid
should be moving where and are we watching
a functional or dysfunctional process? The solid
forms are rebellious in their own right, refusing
to succumb to total hard-edge status and
erase the grain of the canvas no matter how
much attention I give them. Regardless, they
serve a dual purpose: acting as boundaries
for the fluid forms to transgress and disrupt
and reigning in the boundaries of these same
forms once they’ve had a chance to spread out.
The pink finger-like shapes serve as a mediator

in this formal struggle. Their edges adapt to
their surroundings, solidifying against the flat
shapes and dissolving upon meeting the hazy
ones. Whether they are invading or welcomed
by the orange structure is uncertain, but they’re
presence is gentle regardless. They ease in
through the membrane, on the cusp of caressing
its red core. While they maneuver with apparent
ease, they are dorky in their grace. They are
a squad of dicks slipping into a party they
weren’t invited to. Carefully sneaking in and
carelessly ignoring any possible consequences,
they relieve the painting’s turmoil with their
soft antics.
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Colored pencil and oil pastel on paper
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2021
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Oil pastel and colored pencil on paper
12 X 15 inches
2021

Colored pencil and oil pastel on paper
5.25 X 8.5 inches
2021
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Colored pencil and oil pastel on paper
12 X 7 inches
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12 X 14 inches
2021
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Oil pastel and colored pencil on paper
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2021
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“The Yellow and Blue Guys’ Watery Yield ”
Acrylic on Canvas
72 X 84 inches
2021

Pleasure, desire, and fun are depicted within
the work and presumably (perhaps this is
presumptuous) mirrored when the work is
consumed. I’ve constructed an imaginary world
with recurring characters and a nonlinear
narrative (I think of it as The Place) in which I
toy with these concepts. The Place of my work
is not utopic, but within its structure fun and
play are valued over labor and achievement,
and indulgence and impulsivity are welcomed.
It is filled with Beings that are pumping and
undulating, permeating and traversing, inserting
and seeping. They are smooth and round,
tubes and humps, chasms and bulges. I make
my Beings seductive and vulnerable, qualities
I both fear and desire (I imagine others feel
similarly). The Beings do things a body can do
and sometimes look the way a body can look, but
their substance is wholly other. They possess an
alternative corporeality, and I vicariously indulge
in the fantasy of existing in this impossible mode
through creating and living with them. The
Place’s organization is somewhat bureaucratic,
but within its absurdist system one’s capacity
for happiness has no correlation to one’s status
or power. Thus, the problems of the Place are
largely emotional and interpersonal, as opposed
to structural. Even with their basic needs met
and the freedom to be their most genuine
selves, the Beings still experience loneliness
and frustration and struggle with each other for
dominance and acceptance.

Take the Yellow Guy and the Blue Guy, for
example. They are in charge of keeping the
wheels of the Place turning. The Yellow Guy is
responsible for combining ghosts and flesh into
sheet ghosts, and the Blue Guy is responsible for
separating sheet ghosts from flesh into regular
ghosts. The ghosts hate the Yellow Guy because
they want to maintain the freedom of existing
without a body. The Yellow Guy knows how
hated he is, and it makes him very depressed,
but he still maintains a good relationship with
and doesn’t hold too much resentment for his
best friend, the Blue Guy. The Blue Guy is very
beloved and epitomizes cool. In “The Yellow
and Blue Guys’ Watery Yield”, we see the
Guys taking a shower together while the freshly
separated ghosts get acclimated to their new
spirit forms in a ghost bath that floats in the
center of this shower-in the-round. The Yellow
Guy and Blue Guy like taking showers together
and like letting their limbs intertwine, but their
relationship is not sexual; like Wayne and Garth
before them, they are buddies, finding joy and
negotiating challenges together. However, the
connection between the Yellow Guy and the
Blue Guy is erotic.

Feeling Hard

In her essay, The Erotic as Power, Audre Lorde
states that, “the erotic is not a question only of
what we do; it is a question of how acutely and
fully we can feel in the doing. Once we know
the extent to which we are capable of feeling
that sense of satisfaction and completion, we
can then observe which of our various life
endeavors brings us closest to that fullness.” 6
In the Place, the Yellow Guy and the Blue Guy
can care for and enjoy each other as acutely
as they please, through both their physical
and verbal actions. It is the fullness of their
relationship that allows the Yellow Guy to
keep going, despite his inner turmoil. Their
friendship is realized to a degree we could
never fathom in the earthly world.
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In “Soft Steppin’” a sea worm is getting
trampled. The sea worms are stupid and rely on
the other Beings to protect them, which they
largely do a good job of. Their favorite thing
about themselves is that they look like penises,
and their favorite food is tequila. Like many
Beings in the Place, they use the entirety of their
bodies to express themselves and experience
pleasure. Mostly, they like wrapping their
bodies around each other and various objects.
This sea worm deviates marginally from the rest
of the bunch. He likes to be stepped on. He
likes it even though he feels pain. We can see
the pain and pleasure swirling around in his
body. The blue feet like to do the stepping.
They like to do the stepping a little too much.
There is always a question as to if they’ll take
the stepping a step too far. The relationship
between the worm and the feet is symbiotic,
but the symbiosis is constantly on the verge of
dissolving. It is unclear how cognizant the worm
is of his pain, how well-intended the blue feet
are, how consensually they entered into this
act, and whether they will keep on course or
one party will have a change of heart.
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The ambiguity of their dynamic conjures a
question Mira Schor asks at the end of her essay,
“Representations of the Penis:”
Can phallus/penis as interlinked concepts be
separated from narcissism and function in a
more interactive role, as an instrument of desire
for another body, rather than a negation of
another’s subjectivity? 7

It can’t be said that “Soft Steppin’” answers this
question in a definitive way, but it addresses
Schor’s concerns. The sea worm, a self-aware
phallus/penis symbol, serves as “an instrument
of desire for another body,” in this case the
bodies of the blue feet, in the most concrete
way possible. They like to do the stepping and
he provides a venue for it, a venue in which
the feet can assert, or at the very least retain,
their subjectivity. Narcissism is still at play in
the case of the worm—he is certainly a selfinvolved creature—but my own narcissism as
the maker seems more pertinent. As someone
who does not possess a penis, this image
comes from a place of fantasy rather than a
place of narcissism. It’s not so much a fantasy
of wieners getting crushed, but a fantasy in line
with what Schor points to: a fantasy of a reality
where power is redistributed, and mutual desire
fulfillment takes precedent over self-interest.
Through my work I visit this reality, the reality of
the Place. It’s always a good time.

“Soft Steppin’”
Acrylic on Canvas
72 X 84 inches
2021
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Marker and gouache on paper
14 X 17 inches
2020

Colored pencil and marker on paper
14 X 17 inches
2021
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Oil on canvas
8 X 10 inches
2021
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Marker on paper
14 X 17 inches
2021

Colored pencil and marker on paper
14 X 11 inches
2021
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Oil on canvas
9 X 12 inches
2021
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Feeling Soft

I begin with soft ideas. Moving through thinking
and thinking by moving, I generate these ideas
by producing vast quantities of drawings. The
drawings emerge from personal anecdotes of
some sort. Not necessarily things that happened
to me (although that is often the case), but also
things I’ve witnessed, information I’ve come
across, flashes of things I’ve read or seen on TV:
a particular gesture in Eric Andre’s most recent
special, various sex contests I’ve participated
in, seeing how many people can lay on top of
each other on one sled, the time I took a way
too strong edible and used my fingers to keep
my eyes pried open on the couch, the hot tub
from my health club, the inside of a strawberry,
the hypothetical aspiration of having one vanity
for your face and one vanity for your butt,
a Facebook status about paying homage to
Bacchus every time you turn up, an Alan Watts
quote about tubes, the way I used to rub the
trunk of Flatophant, my stuffed elephant,
between my fingers, and so on, and so on.
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I let these images, these ideas, these memories,
these observations—all this detritus—funnel
out of my brain. It falls onto the paper like dry,
loose sand. I can push it around. I can try to
build with it. I can attempt to separate it out
or mix it together, knowing these attempts will
never succeed. I never have complete control
over it. Some of it escapes me to be forgotten
and found again in a deep clean. I’m working
with and against this swirl of idea-grains to land
on an image—to what ends, I’m never quite
sure. The unsureness gives me anxiety, but I just
keep making them and putting them up on the
wall in their own fractured grid formation where
they get subsumed into source material for new
images. They are generative and regenerative in
that sense, and together they are greater than
the sum of their parts. My work isn’t about me,
but it originates from this psycho-visual process
of synthesis and regurgitation. I think about Ewa
Lajer-Burcharth writing on Amy Sillman:

In order to define herself as a subject of her
practice––which is not to say its thematic
focus but its conceptual effect––the painter
has developed a space in which to put herself
in doubt. Here she can contradict and laugh
at herself. It is a space of blague, which is to
say, a dialogical, pluralized, and heterogenous
interiority that is “hers,” insofar as it puts “her”
in question. This is what Sillman’s aesthetic
project seems to me to be about: it fleshes out
the idea of a “woman painter” as perverse and
inconsistent, as a paradoxical space. 8

Lajer-Burcharth’s analysis of Sillman’s practice
strongly resonates with the way I conceptualize
my approach to making—or more specifically,
my approach to the beginning of making.
I’m turning myself inside out, exposing my
interiority, splitting myself, and rearranging it in
a way that will never be as compact or functional
or sensical as my original form. I’m hoping
the viewer will touch my raw inverted insides.
The resulting drawings are “perverse and
inconsistent,” sitting in their own “paradoxical
space,” possessing a logic/non-logic born out
of a self-image-reprocessing. They encapsulate
soft ideas in their own right and serve as fodder
for soft forms.
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Why do I create soft forms? There is power
in softness, conspicuous power and hidden
power. I am interested in exploiting this power,
and that’s the smart answer to the question I
just posed. That answer contains multitudes,
and I’ll go down those avenues momentarily.
But there’s also a stupid answer, and we must
begin there.
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I am soft. That is, I myself am a soft form in the
most literal, physical sense. I always have been.
This fact is glaringly obvious to anyone who can
see me but rarely goes named in the context of
my work. I’m constantly confronted by my own
softness, whether quietly, as I feel the warmth
generated from my flesh folding onto itself,
or loudly, by a lewd comment from a stranger
on the street. This ever-present awareness of
my condition has permeated its way into the
work. I’ve built a world of squishy shapes and
companions, not because I want to emulate
myself in my work per se, but because I think
that on some base level, I like being able to
share this quality with the things I make. Being
soft can be hard. It can make me feel isolated,
vulnerable, or undesirable. It can also make me
feel the opposite of all those things. Being soft
can be excellent. Soft is not a straightforward
way to be but being surrounded by other soft
forms is comforting.
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So, there is comfort in softness, but there is also
power in softness. “Thaw Prong”, a sittable
sculpture, entraps the viewer with its softness in
a multiplicity of ways. Softness is first seductive.
Lumpiness and plushiness are at the forefront of
the piece—the qualities you most immediately
process upon encountering it. Erect and saggy
at once, it eagerly awaits you, and you know
that as soon as you mount it, it will submit to you,
conform to you. Its perky yet pliable attitude
makes it a perfect object in that way, ready and
willing. In The Cuteness of the Avant Garde,
Sianne Ngai articulates this quality as “the
apparent ability of an object to withstand the
violence that its very passivity seems to solicit.
We might call this the violence of domestication
or, ‘tenderization.’”9 You can pounce on it, and
it’ll be there for you. The upper body’s cavity
appears melted away in anticipation of your
form’s arrival. Its base contains multitudinous
crevices and holes for you to interrogate. The
object bears resemblance to an ordinary piece
of domestic furniture—a bed, a chair, a couch—
but unlike those objects, it adamantly invites
you to exploit its tenderness.
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The sculpture’s precarity becomes apparent
close up. It exists in a delicate suspended
state, forced into uprightness by cords that
indiscriminately penetrate the upper form and
connect it to the base. The solidity of the base
itself is in question, a sea of translucent fabric
under which lies a number of pillow-like parts
forced together with the same cord in Tetris
fashion. It’s unclear how to best traverse the
base to make your way to the central form.
The object shifts from inviting to hindering.
Those who make it onto the sculpture are
forced into an awkward position. It puts you
peculiarly close to the ground, your limbs will
fall into some unnatural combination of sloping
upwards and downwards, and the prongs may
very well collapse in on you. You consume each
other simultaneously: smothered and flattened
by each other’s softness, melding into a single,
gangly entity.
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So, there you are, soothed and perturbed by
the power of softness. Now what to do? Resign
to your suspended state. Resign to waiting.
Gesticulate until you’re ready.
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Gouache and marker on tattoo practice skin
5.5 X 7 inches
2021

Oil stick and marker on tattoo practice skin
7 X 5.5 inches
2021

Gouache, colored pencil, and marker on tattoo practice skin
5.5 X 7 inches
2021
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Marker, oil pastel, and spray paint on upholstery batting
16 X 25 inches
2021

Marker, oil pastel, acrylic, and spray paint on upholstery batting
17 X 24 inches
2021
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Colored pencil and oil pastel on paper
6.75 X 12 inches
2021

Colored pencil and oil pastel on paper
8 X 12 inches
2021
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Colored pencil and oil pastel on paper
5.25 X 8.5 inches
2021
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Drawing Wall
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Notes

1. Mel Stuart, Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.
2. Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute Interesting, 182.
3. Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute Interesting, 189.
4. Sara Ahmed, Living a Feminist Life, 24.
5. Alenka Zupaniac, The Odd One In: On Comedy, 77-78.
6. Audre Lorde, The Uses of the Erotic, 88.
7. Mira Schor, Wet: On Painting, Feminism, and Art Culture, 35.
8. Ewa Lajer-Burcharth, The Inner Life of Painting, 91.
9. Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute, Interesting, 89.
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